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PVE 2319 VM
Vibrator no. 4 – 42514

Vibratory hammer and power pack
The PVE 2319 VM vibrator consists of a power 
pack and a high-frequency vibratory hammer with 
variable moment.

This type of vibrator is particularly designed to 
vibrate elements into or out of the ground with as 
little vibratory impact on the surroundings as pos-
sible. In many urban areas, it is a requirement 
that this type of vibrator is applied.

The eccentric moment
The performance of a vibrator is based on the 
principle that eccentric weights are forced to 
rotate which causes the hammer to vibrate. It is 
possible to adjust the eccentric weights inside this 
type of hammer and thus continuously adjust the 
eccentric moment from 0 to maximum.

Working method
During start-up, the eccentric moment is kept at 0 
until the wanted number of rotations (frequency) 
has been reached. Then the position of the eccen-

tric weights is adjusted which causes the hammer 
to vibrate. The reverse process makes the ham-
mer stop.

The advantage of this method is that the vibra-
tor does not generate any vibrations during start 
and stop, not until the working frequency (number 
of rotations) has been reached. Since vibrating at 
low frequencies can be damaging to the surround-
ings, this method reduces the impact on e.g. build-
ings near the site considerably. 

This also applies to the crane carrying the vibra-
tor. The crane does not suffer to the same extent 
during start and stop as would have been the case 
with conventional vibrators.

The machine can adjust the frequency (number of 
rotations) and the eccentric moment and thereby 
the amplitude (length of the vertical movement). 

Extraction of sheet piles 
with PVE 2319 VM.

Turning plate and ballast
The machine is mounted with a turn-
ing plate allowing the hydraulic clamp 
to turn 90°. In addition, double clamps 
can be used for e.g. tubular piles or 
sheet piles (double piles) if you want to 
clamp on both single piles. Furthermore, 
an additional ballast of 1,900 kg can be 
mounted or pull-down of maximum 15 
tons can be applied.

Guide
A guide can be bolted on the vibrato-
ry hammer to allow the hammer to be 
driven by a leader on a piling rig.
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Aarsleff ’s Piling division is one of Europe’s 
leading piling contractors, and we undertake 
a wide variety of piling, drilling and foundation 
projects in Denmark and abroad. We have 
offices in Poland, Sweden, Germany and the UK.

Our extensive fleet ranges from mini piling rigs 
to large specialised machines and covers fully  
hydraulic piling and drilling rigs as well as 
cranes and vibrators.



Specifications of vibratory hammer

Model PVE 2319 VM
Eccentric moment 0-19 kgm
Max frequency 2,300 rpm
Max centrifugal force 1,100 kN
Max amplitude (excl. clamp) 15 mm
Max static line pull in hammer (upward) 30 tons
Max static pull-down 15 tons
Weight of hammer excl. clamp, turning plate or ballast 3,100 kg
Weight of single clamp 800 kg
Weight of double clamps and beams (2) 1,200 kg
Weight of turning plate 800 kg
Weight of hydraulic hoses 600 kg
Weight of ballast (2) 1,900 kg
Weight in transport mode incl. single clamp, turning plate, ballast and hoses 7,200 kg

When calculating the weight of the vibrator at the crane hook and/or the leader, remember to include the weight of the 
part of the hose set carried by the crane hook and/or the leader.

 Specifications of power pack

Model 500VM
Dimension cf. drawing
Weight 6.900 kg
Motor size and emission diesel motor  399 kW/535 hp,  stage 2 cf. EU standard.

Standard equipment

• Diesel tank
• Turning plate
• Extra ballast
• Single clamp type 150T
• Double clamp type 80T  

(together with turning plate suited for double U-piles with module 2 × 500 mm, 2 × 600 mm og 2 × 750 mm)
• Guide for Hitachi 125, 180 and Banut leader (excl. guide clamps)
• 10" container for equipment.

Vibratory hammer

 All measurements are i mm.
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